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Disclaimer
Information on this page has been obtained by the author when she was
a student in our Advanced Legal Research class from sources believed to
be reliable. We do not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any
information included and are not responsible for any errors, omissions or
damages arising from the use of this information. This page is made
available with the understanding that we are supplying information, but
are not attempting to render legal or other professional services. If such
services are required, the assistance of an appropriate professional should
be sought.
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I.

PURPOSE & INTENDED AUDIENCE

In this Pathfinder guide, you will find a brief background on the Equal Pay Act as it pertains to
wage discrimination based on gender. The introduction will include history, social and business
context, related law, and new legal developments—a beginning framework for understanding
gender wage equity issues.
With the framework established, this guide describes step by step legal and research resources
available. Through reviewing this document, a researcher will understand sources available, their
significance, and knowledge on how to self-access these resources online.
This guide frequently utilizes common legal subscription services such as: Bloomberg law, Lexis+,
Westlaw Edge, and HeinOnline. Check with your school, law librarian, or company to see if they
are participating members before purchasing. There are also several reliable free resources
online that will be mentioned herein as secondary options. See the appendix for the full list of
subscription and free resources available, and use like-searches, suggested keywords and
phrases found in this guide to aid your search in differing databases.
Please note, online service providers frequently update their products and alter codes and
search algorithms. If a pathway link breaks or is no longer valid, please notify the author of this
document to update accordingly. While an exact pathway may become invalid, the material is
still likely available. You can continue forward by searching similar terms, phrases, and document
names in any search bar. Online service provider administrators and customer support are also
helpful resources when needing help accessing information.

i.

INTRODUCTION

Gender, salary fairness, and discrimination can be uncomfortable and even contentious
discussions for employees and employers. However, normalizing such conversations, learning
how to spot potential wage disparities, how to address concerns, and remedy issues early on is
beneficial for both business and individuals.
For business’s to prosper in today’s economy, finding and retaining the best employees can be
essential for success. 1 Employee acquisition and retention is generally accounted for in any welldeveloped business strategy. 2 Such strategy is especially important for small businesses and
nonprofit organizations who compete with larger businesses, which have bigger budgets
dedicated for top talent. 3 Additionally, frequent employee turnover has a negative impact on

1

PEOPLE KEEP, https://www.peoplekeep.com/blog/employee-retention-the-real-cost-of-losing-anemployee (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
2
Id.
3
PEOPLE KEEP, https://www.peoplekeep.com/blog/employee-retention-the-real-cost-of-losing-anemployee (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
3

productivity, employee morale, and in-turn company revenue—because recruiting and training
new employees requires staff time and money. 4
Universally, employees value opportunity and fairness. 5 Studies show that amongst all
demographic groups, when employees feel they have equal opportunity for advancement and
believe that the system is fair, they are happier with their career and stay at their company
longer, or are more likely to recommend it as a “great place to work.” 6
More than 50 years since the Equal Pay Act (1963) was passed, the subject of wage inequality
between the sexes remains a critical topic for women, members of Congress, advocacy groups,
business and legal communities. 7
Within the last decade, the legal community has seen a wave of litigation alleging discrimination
across a wide variety of industries, including within the legal field itself. 8 Wage discrimination
has negative consequences for women, communities, and employers—discrimination in the
workplace is inefficient and resulting litigation is costly.
Attorney’s and associates specializing in Employment and Labor law, or Human Resources,
should be well versed on the issue of gender pay inequities, its legislative history, evolving
standards of interpretation, business risks and remedies, as well as wage gap impacts and
consequences to women and communities. Professional women and employers also benefit
from understanding their rights and responsibilities and staying abreast of evolving law.

ii.

FEDERAL ACTION: THE EQUAL PAY ACT

The Equal Pay Act (EPA) is a federal law which mandates that women receive the same pay for
the same work as men. 9 The EPA, is an ammendment to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938
(FLSA). 10 It is administered and enforced by the EEOC. 11 The EPA holds that sex-based wage
discrimination between men and women in the same establishment who are performing under
similar working conditions is unlawful. 12

4

Id.
MCKINSEY.COM, https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/women-in-theworkplace# (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
6
Id.
7
NCSL.ORG, https://www.ncsl.org/research/labor-and-employment/the-current-state-of-equal-paylaws.aspx (last visited Nov. 14, 2020)
8
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/committees/diversityinclusion/articles/2019/spring2019-gender-pay-gap-recent-developments/ (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
9
Id.
10
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, https://www.dol.gov/agencies/oasam/regulatory/statutes/equal-pay-act (last
visited Nov. 13, 2020)
11
Id.
12
Id.
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The EPA was enacted June 10, 1963, yet pay equality remains a common issue for women. 13
Current studies show that women make about “80 cents for every dollar earned by men.” 14 For
minority women, the gap is significantly larger. 15 The reasons for the gap in wages may be
discrimination, however there are other contributing factors, and pay discrimination is often
difficult to prove or quantify. 16

iii.

EVOLVING STANDARD: PRIOR WAGES

In addition to blatant instances of illegal discrimination (which is becoming less common), the
pay gap problem includes other complex layers that exasperate the issue, such as unconscious
bias. 17 For example, research shows that while women are earning college degree at rates
higher than men, women are more challenged to find a first job that pays well and an initial
lower pay in a career path has long lasting consequences. 18 This is because gradual salary
increases, future pay raises, promotions, and new jobs have historically factored in employee
prior wages when calculating new salary. 19 Additionally, and compounding the problem, women
also tend to negotiate pay increases less frequently than men. 20
Studies show that the gap is also driven in part by the cumulative impact of events over the
course of women’s lives as they are treated differently than males. 21 For example, girls can be
steered toward gender-normative careers from an early age. 22 Parents are more likely to
encourage sons, rather than their daughters, to work in STEM fields such as technology, science,
mathematics, or engineering, even when daughters perform at the same or higher levels. 23
Courts are beginning to recognize these contributing factors, and that closing the pay gap
requires employers to not base an employee’s wages on past wages earned, but instead
determine appropriate wages based on a similar work standard. Whether or not employers can
ask employees to provide prior pay or wage information, is the hot topic in gender pay equality
discussions and in courts. Many states have made the practice illegal, and many businesses have

13

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/committees/diversityinclusion/articles/2019/spring2019-gender-pay-gap-recent-developments/ (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
14
Id.
15
Id.
16
Id.
17
Id.
18
Id.
19
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/committees/diversityinclusion/articles/2019/spring2019-gender-pay-gap-recent-developments/ (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
20
Id.
21
EPI, https://www.epi.org/publication/womens-work-and-the-gender-pay-gap-how-discriminationsocietal-norms-and-other-forces-affect-womens-occupational-choices-and-their-pay/ (last visited Nov.
13, 2020)
22
Id.
23
Id.
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ended the practice on their own. However, the Supreme Court has decided not to weigh in on
this issue as of recent (2019).

iv.

THE SUBSTANTIALLY SIMILAR STANDARD

Under the EPA, equal pay includes not only a worker’s salary but also benefits, bonuses,
overtime, training, etc. 24 If there is an inequality in wages between men and women who
perform substantially equal jobs, employers must raise wages to equalize pay but may not
reduce the wages of other individuals. 25 Although equal work does not need to be an exact
match, it must be substantially similar. 26 The substantially similar standard leaves a wide gray
area open for interpretation and case law is rapidly evolving here. 27

v.

OTHER GENDER DISCRIMINATION PROTECTIONS

Since passing the EPA, Congress has expanded federal protection against compensation
discrimination through additional laws, including Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section
501 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) of
1967, 28
These laws also “prohibit compensation discrimination on the bases of race, color, national
origin, religion, sex (including pregnancy, childbirth and related medical conditions, transgender
status, gender identity, sexual orientation and sex stereotyping), age (over 40), marital status,
political affiliation and disability.” 29 However, these laws have different standards of proof from
the Equal Pay Act, different filing deadlines, and may not grant Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) appeal rights. 30
While this guide acknowledges these laws in understanding the larger framework of
discrimination in the workplace based on gender, the scope of this guide is narrowed to the
Equal Pay Act, the gender pay gap and their specific research paths.

24

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/committees/diversityinclusion/articles/2019/spring2019-gender-pay-gap-recent-developments/ (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
25
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, https://www.dol.gov/agencies/oasam/regulatory/statutes/equal-pay-act (last
visited Nov. 13, 2020)
26
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/litigation/committees/diversityinclusion/articles/2019/spring2019-gender-pay-gap-recent-developments/ (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
27
ID.
28
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, https://www.dol.gov/agencies/oasam/regulatory/statutes/equal-pay-act (last
visited Nov. 13, 2020)
29
Id.
30
Id.
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vi.

FILING A COMPLAINT

The EEOC requires several elements to be met in compensation discrimination complaints under
the Equal Pay Act. 31 Substantially similar jobs require: substantially equal skill, effort, and
responsibility, to be performed under similar working conditions, and within the same
establishment. 32 Keep these elements in mind when searching for case law interpretation, and
changes in developing law:
•

Skill: Measured by factors such as the experience, ability, education, and training
required to perform the job. The issue is what skills are required for the job, not what
skills the individual employees may have. 33

•

Effort: The amount of physical or mental exertion needed to perform a job. 34

•

Responsibility: The degree of accountability required to perform the job. 35

•

Working Conditions: This encompasses two factors: (1) physical surroundings like
temperature, fumes, and ventilation; and (2) hazards. 36

•

Establishment: The prohibition against compensation discrimination under the EPA
applies only to jobs within an establishment. 37 An establishment is a distinct physical
place of business rather than an entire business or enterprise consisting of several places
of business. In some circumstances, physically separate places of business may be treated
as one establishment. 38

An employee who has an equal pay claim should file the claim within 45 days of the action they
believe is discriminatory. 39 Under the EPA, individuals who file a claim, or assists an individual in
filing an equal pay claim is protected against unlawful employer retaliation. 40

31

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, https://www.dol.gov/agencies/oasam/regulatory/statutes/equal-pay-act (last
visited Nov. 13, 2020)
32
Id.
33
Id.
34
Id.
35
Id.
36
Id.
37
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, https://www.dol.gov/agencies/oasam/regulatory/statutes/equal-pay-act (last
visited Nov. 13, 2020)
38
Id.
39
Id.
40
Id.
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vii.

THE LILLY LEDBETTER FAIR PAY ACT (2009)

The Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009 is a federal statute in the United States that was the first
bill signed into law by US President Barack Obama on January 29, 2009. 41 The act amends Title
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and states “that the 180-day statute of limitations for filing an
equal-pay lawsuit regarding pay discrimination resets with each new paycheck affected by that
discriminatory action.” 42 The law is the result of Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. Under
the act, the “45-day requirement to file a complaint is renewed each time an individual is
allegedly paid wages, benefits, or other compensation less than someone from another
protected class performing substantially similar duties.” 43

viii.

THE PAYCHECK FAIRNESS ACT

The Paycheck Fairness Act is a proposed bill that would amend the Fair Labor Standards Act, and
the included Equal Pay Act, to prohibit employers from paying different amounts to individuals in
similarly situated job titles, unless warranted by “bona fide job-related factors.” 44
The bill was first introduced in the 1990s, and it would change existing law by allowing women
alleging pay discrimination to sue for compensatory or punitive damages, and would explicitly
limit the use of salary histories as a basis in determining workers’ pay. 45 The bill cleared the
House in April of 2019 and has since stalled in the Senate. 46
Keep this proposed bill in mind, as its status may change in 2020 under potential changes within
the Senate—directly impacting the Equal Pay Act, and it would be a basis for new interpretation
within the courts.

ix.

EQUAL PAY CRITICISM

While there is wide support amongst the U.S. population for equal pay, there are often
disagreements regarding how to effectively close the gap on inequity. Some proponents argue
new law—such as the Paycheck Fairness Act is needed. Others argue new law in unnecessary,
will not produce the desired results, or may harshly strain small business. Critics of the Paycheck

41

EEOC, https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/guidance/equal-pay-act-1963-and-lilly-ledbetter-fair-pay-act-2009
(last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
42
Id.
43
Id.
44
BLOOMBERG LAW, https://www.bloomberglaw.com/document/XBM22LL4000000?bna_news_filter=dailylabor-report&jcsearch=BNA%25200000016c0065d690a9ed0475d2cf0001#jcite (last visited Nov. 13,
2020)
45
Id.
46
CONGRESS.GOV, https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/7/text (last visited Nov. 13,
2020)
8

Fairness Act can be found via review of the legislative history and congressional transcript
reports for free.
Paycheck Fairness Act: Visit Congress.gov -> Search “Fair Paycheck Act Committee Report” ->
House -> Ctrl. F +2848 -> Select Paycheck Fairness Act Congressional Record-> Select Transcript > https://www.congress.gov/congressional-record/2019/03/27/house-section/article/H28481?q=%7B%22search%22%3A%5B%22Fair+Paycheck+Act+Committee+Report%22%5D%7D

II.

HOW TO RESEARCH THE EQUAL PAY ACT

Now that you have a framework and better understanding of the Equal Pay Act, evolving legal
trends and wage inequity issues, the next step is to work through available sources to gather
information.
The primary sources used in legal research fall under the category of primary, secondary, or
tertiary resources.

i.

PRIMARY LAW

Primary law is authority that is directly issued from a law-making body. Sources of primary
authority may include: Constitutions, statutes, regulations, and case law. Primary law is the most
persuasive authority, and you should start your research here.

ii.

U.S. CONSTITUTION

Under the U.S. constitution, citizens enjoy equal protection. This is explicitly defined in the
Fourteenth Amendment, which states: “No State shall make or enforce any law which shall
abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive
any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.” U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 2.
You can access the Constitution for free through www.Congress.gov -> Homepage ->
Constitution Annotated -> Fourteenth Amendment -> See Amendment
While the Constitution does not specifically mention equal pay, the Fourteenth Amendment
provides women equal protection under the law. 47 Reed v. Reed was a landmark case (Justice
Ginsburg’s first case on behalf of the ACLUS heard by the Supreme Court). 48 The case

47
48

NWLC, https://nwlc.org/blog/reed-v-reed-40-landmark-decision/ (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
Id.
9

established that the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment could be used as a
successful and secondary legal argument against gender discrimination. 49
You can find the case here:
Lexis+: https://plus.lexis.com -> Search Reed v. Reed -> Cases -> Reed v. Reed
Westlaw Edge: https://1.next.westlaw.com/ -> Search Case Law -> Reed v. Reed -> See
Justia Law (free): https://supreme.justia.com/ -> Search Reed v. Reed -> See

iii.

FEDERAL STATUTES

When a Constitutional question is not at issue, primary law research typically begins here.
Statutes (legislation) are laws enacted by legislature, such as state legislatures and Congress. 50
Searching for statutes through annotated codes is an effective starting point. 51 Annotated
codes connect statutory language with citations to materials like regulations, cases, secondary
sources, and other law. 52 Thus, approaching annotated codes first, will provide you with a
broad scope of materials available to you. It is helpful to bookmark or take notes of materials you
plan to revisit. 53
Unannotated Codes simply provide the pure text of the statute without connecting editorial
sources. Thus, unannotated codes are more often considered official and used for citation
purposes. 54
As discussed, the primary statute for gender pay discrimination is the Equal Pay Act of 1963
(EPA). 55 The EPA is an ammendment to the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 (FLSA). 56
Specifically, the EPA (and FSLA) is found in Title 29 (Labor), under Chapter 8 (Fair Labor
Standards), Section 206(d) Minimum Wage. 57

49

Id.
HARVARD, https://guides.library.harvard.edu/law/researchstrategy/primarysources (last visited Nov. 13,
2020)
51
Id.
52
Id.
53
Id.
54
Id.
55
HARVARD, https://guides.library.harvard.edu/law/researchstrategy/primarysources (last visited Nov. 13,
2020)
56
Id.
57
Id.
50
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Pathway to EPA: 29 U.S.C. §206(d)

Subscription
Services:

Bloomberg: https://www.bloomberglaw.com/start -> Under
“popular links” select “all legal content” -> Enter key word “29
U.S.C. § 206(d)” and select “Combined U.S. Sources” ->
Codified Statutes -> Federal -> 29 U.S.C §206 Minimum Wage
Lexis+: https://plus.lexis.com/usresearchhome -> Keyword
search “29 U.S.C §206 Minimum Wage” and select category
“statutes and legislation” -> 29 U.S.C §206

Westlaw Edge: https://1.next.westlaw.com -> Select “Statutes
and Court Rules” -> United States Code Annotated -> check and
click “Title 29 Labor” -> Check and click “206 minimum wage”
-> 29 U.S.C §206

You can also access the Equal Pay Act for free on the Department of Labor website:
https://www.dol.gov/ -> search “Equal Pay Act” -> OASAM Statutes -> Equal Pay Act of 1963, as
amended -> See Act

iv.

STATE LAW

The Equal Pay Act is federal law. If your research is state specific, you will need to narrow your
search to include applicable state statutes. This is easy to do with subscription services. In both
Lexis+ and Westlaw. Simply select or check the preferred jurisdiction in the option box within the
search bar. You can also do a general search and then narrow your results after by jurisdiction,
court type, etc.

11

Among states, all but one
have pay equity laws, and
their specific provisions and
strength vary. 58 Bans on salary
history questions have been
enacted by at least 18
states. 59
Bloomberg Law offers an
especially helpful tool which
allows researchers to review a
range of pay equity laws by
state jurisdiction.
•

This can be found by
visiting www.bloomberglaw.com and searching “pay equity in focus” in the search bar.
See State and Local Charts on the right hand side. See
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/labor/bbna/chart/5/139.

•

In addition to a customizing tool, Bloomberg Law also offers a view of pay equity laws,
and salary history requirements by state, via a comprehensive chart. This can be found at
www.bloomberglaw.com -> labor and employment -> manuals -> local quick reference
charts -> equal employment opportunity -> Local Quick Reference Charts, Equal
Employment Opportunity, Local Salary History Provisions Chart -> See
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/labor/le_home/document/5318959144While
less robust, the Department of Labor offers a free interactive U.S. map to illustrate which
states have equal pay and pay transparency protections. The map can be found via the
Department of Labor Women’s Bureau: https://www.dol.gov/agencies/wb/data -> Equal
Pay and Pay Transparency Protections -> https://www.dol.gov/agencies/wb/equal-payprotections

58

BLOOMBERG LAW, https://www.bloomberglaw.com/document/XBM22LL4000000?bna_news_filter=dailylabor-report&jcsearch=BNA%25200000016c0065d690a9ed0475d2cf0001#jcite (last visited Nov. 13,
2020)
59
Id.
12

Finally, if you do not have access to a
subscription service, many states have their
own Department of Labor agencies. A simple
Google search that includes your jurisdiction
+ “Department of Labor” will guide you to the
appropriate website. Here you will find free
resources and information regarding specific
state law.

v.

LEGISLATION

Enacted legislation is primary law. Legislative history refers to the documents produced by
Congress. Legislation begins as an introduced bill, is analyzed and debated, and then either dies
on the floor or is enacted and passed as public law. Legislative documents are often used to
interpret Congressional intent or to clarify ambiguous or vague statutory language.
The first place to look for public law is Congress.gov (free online), which contains information
beginning with the 93rd Congress (1973-1974). You can browse by bill number, public law
number, or search by keyword or terms. Paid subscription services such as Lexis+ are also good
sources for legislative history and finding public law numbers.
Tip: If you are having trouble finding public law numbers, try a simple Google search at
www.google.com -> Act Name + Public Law Number -> see results. Often times, the public law
number will populate on the right hand side. Then take your number and search for it on
Congress.gov or another site to verify most recent legislation.
Equal Protection Act. 77 Stat. 56 (PL 88-38)
Status: Enacted
•

•

Bloomberg Law: https://www.bloomberglaw.com/ -> Equal Protection Act -> Codified
Statutes ->U.S. Code, 29 U.S.C. § 206. Minimum wage -> Select “Version” view on the
right-hand side -> version view shows prior versions of the legislation, public law
numbers and dates.
Lexis+: Equal Pay Act -> Secondary Sources -> Select Results for Equal Pay Act -> Practice
Areas and Topics (left hand side) -> Business and Corporate Compliance -> Select Labor

13

and Employment -> Equal Pay Act. 77 Stat. 56 of 1963 (Enacted) – See Text -> See PDF ->
United States Statutes at Large > 88th Congress, 1st Session > See Public Law 88-38
Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009. 123 Stat. 5 (PL 111-2)
Status: Enacted
•
•

•

Congress.gov: www.cogress.gov -> Ledbetter Act -> Year 2009 -> S.181 — 111th Congress
(2009-2010) -> See
Bloomberg Law: Bloomberg Law: https://www.bloomberglaw.com/ -> Ledbetter Fair Pay
Act -> Codified Statutes -> U.S. Code, 42 U.S.C. § 2000a. Prohibition against
discrimination or segregation in places of public accommodation -> CTRL+ALT+ Ledbetter
-> Public Laws of the United States, Public Law 111-2, 111th Congress, 1st Session, 123
Stat. 5, An act to amend title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 -> See PDF and PL numbers
Lexis+ -> Search -> Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act -> United States Statutes at Large > 111th
Congress, 1st Session > Public Law 111-2 -> See text -> See pdf

Paycheck Fairness Act (H.R.7.)
Status: Stalled In Senate
•
•
•

vi.

Congress.gov (free): www.congress.gov -> Home > Legislation > “Paycheck Fairness Act ->
116th Congress > H.R.7 -> https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/7 ->
See Actions and Related Bills for more history.
Bloomberg Law: https://www.bloomberglaw.com/ -> Search Paycheck Fairness Act ->
Legislation Drop Down -> Bills -> Sort by most recent
Tip: Sign up for alerts at www.congress.gov -> https://www.congress.gov/bill/116thcongress/house-bill/7 -> See “Alerts” top left corner -> submit email address.

AGENCY

Agencies enforce primary law and often provide primary statutory resources, available to the
public for free. The U.S. Department of Labor and the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) are important federal bodies that oversee discriminatory practices in the
workplace, including discrimination on the basis of gender. Government agencies also contain a
wealth of secondary resources, including reports, journals, agency opinions, statistics, and
complaint filing.
The U.S. Department of Labor
The United States Department of Labor is a cabinet-level department of the U.S. federal
government responsible for wage and hour standards, reemployment services, job safety
unemployment benefits, and some economic statistics.
14

•

•

•

Navigating DOL: https://www.dol.gov ->
Homepage -> Search Equal Pay Act ->
results. The search provides a data dump
of helpful information, however it requires
careful scrolling and it difficult to narrow
topics. You can narrow searches by
selecting “topics” or “agencies” in the
navigation bar and then searching key
terms such as “Equal Pay Act.”
The Department of Labor also has its own
Women’s Bureau and provide free helpful
resources specific to women and the labor
force. Visit:
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/wb.
For data specific resources select “Data” in
the top navigation ->
https://www.dol.gov/agencies/wb/data

THE EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISION (EEOC)
The EEOC is a federal agency that was established after the
enactment of the 1964 Civil Rights Act to administer and enforce
civil rights laws against workplace discrimination. Individual
gender pay discrimination complaints can be filed with the EEOC.
•
Navigating EEOC -> https://www.eeoc.gov/ -> Search Equal
Pay Act -> See data dump of free resources ->
https://www.eeoc.gov/search?search_keywords=Equal+Pay+Act

15

vii.

CASE LAW

After statutory law is identified, and interpreted we look to cases to interpret that law.
Remember, you can find cases related to the statutes easily and quickly, through annotated
statutes. The following cases are persuasive authority when interpreting the EPA.
Case law is commonly pulled from subscription sources such as Lexis+ and Westlaw. They are
also available in full or through synopsis via free online sources. A preferred method is through
Lexis+, utilizing the Ravel feature. The feature uses a cluster map of bubbles to illustrate the
importance of cases, a timeline, and their relation. The circle sizes illustrate how often the case is
cited, and the authority type.

You can then toggle to other views in the right-hand corner, including graphical, title, and full
view. Sorting by relevance or most cited is helpful when looking for the most persuasive
authority. On the left-hand side, under courts, select Supreme Court, federal, or other relevant
jurisdiction authority. Supreme court authority is the most persuasive and it is helpful to narrow
your search to the Court and then expand your search to other case authority. The following are
helpful caselaw keyword searches utilizing Lexis+ Ravel view. These searches also work well in
Westlaw Edge or a free service such as Google Scholar.
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Key Case Law Search:

Equal Pay Act

What Is Equal
Work?

Gender Pay
Gap

Lexis+: https://plus.lexis.com/zhome -> Select “Cases” under
category drop down -> toolbar search -> enter: (gender or sex) and
"Equal Pay Act" -> Select Ravel view in top right corner -> toggle
views as needed
Lexis+: https://plus.lexis.com/zhome -> Select “Cases”-> enter
natural question in toolbar: "What is equal work?" -> Select Ravel
view -> toggle views as needed

Lexis+: https://plus.lexis.com/zhome -> Select “Cases” under
category drop down -> toolbar search -> enter: gender pay gap ->
Select Ravel view in right corner - > toggle views as needed

Use Same Phrases in Other Services:

WestLaw
Edge

Google
Scholar (free
service)

https://1.next.westlaw.com -> search toolbar: “equal pay act” -> sort
by relevance -> select jurisdiction on left hand side -> see list of
relevant case law ->
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Search/Results.html?query=equal%20pa
y%20act&jurisdiction=ALLFEDS&contentType=CASE&querySubmissio
nGuid=i0ad62aef00000176196cd0d682743d85&searchId=i0ad62aef
00000176196bf9fa58f884a7&transitionType=ListViewType&context
Data=(sc.Search)
www.scholar.google.com-> enter “women and pay discrimination” in
toolbar -> select courts -> filter by court type as needed on left hand
side -> see list of relevant case law ->
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?hl=en&as_sdt=6%2C26&q=Wom
en+and+pay+discrimination&btnG=&oq=Women+and+pay+discrim

Relevant Case Law Authority as of December 01, 2020
Using the methods above, you will find this is a current list of relevant case law that pertains to
the Equal Protection Act and gender pay discrimination issues. Because this area of law is rapidly
evolving, use these cases as a starting point, check that they remain good law before use, and
look for new case law over time. You can access these cases in Lexis+, Westlaw Edge, Bloomberg
Law, Hein Online, or Google Scholar simply by typing the case name in the search bar. This chart
17

does not contain direct links, because searching individually will provide a refreshed list of
changes to case law as they occur, and you will avoid the pitfall of pulling up an outdated case.

*Yovino v. Rizo

Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v.
Dukes
Ledbetter v. Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co.
County of Wash v. Gunther

Corning Glass Works v.
Brennan

Supreme Court of the United States
Supreme Court declined review, which means
the Ninth Circuit decision will remain in place.
Although the decision applies only in the Ninth
Circuit states of Alaska, Arizona, California,
Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, and
Washington (and Guam and the Northern
Mariana Islands), employers everywhere are
urged to be cautious when using salary history
as a factor in determining pay. In addition to
concerns under the federal Equal Pay Act,
many states have enacted legislation saying
that use of salary history violates their state
equal pay laws.
Discrimination in
promotions, pay, and job
Supreme Court
assignments
Statute of limitations on pay
Supreme Court
discrimination

2020

2011
2007

Female prison guards were
not precluded from suing a
county under Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 to
protest discriminatory
compensation practices
merely because they did not
perform work equal to that
of the male guards.

Supreme Court

1981

Payment of higher base
wages to male night shift
inspectors than to female
day shift inspectors, in
addition to night shift
differential paid to all
employees, violated Equal
Pay Act, as work was equal
whether performed during
the day or at night.

Supreme Court

1974
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Other Relevant Case Law
Yovino v. Rizo

Chen-Oster v. Goldman
Sachs & Co.

Santiago v. U.S.

Payne v. Goodman Mfg.
Co., L.P.

Pao v. Kleiner Perkins
Hong v. Facebook, Inc.

District court properly denied
employer's motion for
summary judgment on claims
under Equal Pay Act because
employee's prior rate of pay
was not "factor other than
sex" that allowed employer
to pay her less than male
employees who performed
same work, and only jobrelated factors could serve as
affirmative defenses to Equal
Pay Act claims

United States
Court of
Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit

2020

Tertified class of over 2,000
female associates and vicepresidents challenging
systemic discrimination in
pay, promotions, and
performance reviews

United States
District Court
for the
Southern
District of New
York

2018

In prescribing equal work,
under the Equal Pay Act,
Congress did not require that
the jobs be identical, but
only that they must be
substantially equal

107 Fed. Cl.
154
United States
Court of
Federal Claims

2016

Under Equal Pay Act (EPA),
"equal work" does not
require that jobs be identical, United States
but only that there exist
District Court,
substantial equality of skill,
E.D. Tennessee.
effort, responsibility and
working conditions

2016

Employment discrimination
based on sex
Tech-employment gender
discrimination and race
discrimination
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San Francisco
County
Superior Court
San Mateo
County
Superior Court

2015

2015

Rajender v. University of
Minnesota
Schultz v. Wheaton Glass
Co.

viii.

Employment discrimination
based on sex
Equal pay for men and
women

United States
District Court
for the District
of Minnesota
United States
Court of
Appeals for the
Third Circuit

1980

1970

KEYWORDS & PHRASES

Tip: Utilize the keywords and phrase chart below, to update or customize or narrow your search
further.
Key Search Words and Phrases
How is a claim under the Equal Pay Act
Bona fide job-related factors
Established
Civil Rights Act
Led Better
Equal Pay
Pay Gap
Equal Pay Act
Paycheck
Equal Pay Act Complaint
Prior Salary
Equal Pay and Effort
Prior Wages
Equal Pay and Establishment
Section 206(d)
Equal Pay and Government Employee
Section 206(d) Minimum Wage
Equal Pay and Location
Sex Discrimination
Equal Pay and Responsibility
Substantially Similar Work
Equal Pay and Skill
Title 29 (Labor)
Equal Pay and Working Conditions
Title VII
Equal Protection
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act
Equal Protection Clause
Wage Discrimination
Equal Protection Clause and 14th Amendment What is Equal Pay
Fair Labor Standards Act
What is equal work under the Equal Pay Act
What is the statute of limitations under
Fair Labor Standards Amendment
Equal Pay Act Claim
Fair Paycheck
Women and Equal Pay
Fair Paycheck Act
Women and Pay Discrimination
Gender Discrimination
Glass Ceiling
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CONNECTORS 60

ix.

Connectors are symbols you place between search terms to specify the relationship between
them. Connectors are very useful when searching for relevant case law.
Connector

Symbol

Retrieves

AND

&

OR

(space) Either search term or both:
pay equity

Phrase

""

Search terms appearing in the same order as in the quotation
marks:
"attractive nuisance"

Grammatical
Connectors

/s

Search terms in the same sentence:
wage*** /s discrimination!

/p

Search terms in the same paragraph:
equal pay /p gender

+s

The first term preceding the second within the same sentence:
glass +s ceiling

+p

The first term preceding the second within the same paragraph:
ti(mikkelson +p mikkelson)

/n

Search terms within "n" terms of each other (where "n" is a
number):
employee** /2 similar

Numerical
Connectors

Search terms in the same document:
equal pay act & skills

60

Paul Callister, UMKC LAW, https://www1.law.umkc.edu/faculty/callister/bootcamp/ot/connexp.wl.html
(last visited Nov. 30, 2020)
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BUT NOT

x.

+n

The first term preceding the second by "n" terms (where "n" is a
number):
20 +5 1080

%

Documents not containing the term or terms following the %
symbol:
part-time % to(413)
Use the % connector with caution; it may cause relevant
documents to be excluded from your search result.

SECONDARY SOURCES

Secondary sources, include resources such as manuals, reports, books, treatise’s, law reviews,
and encyclopedia. Secondary sources are a great place to start your legal research when you
have little knowledge about an area of law and need more background. Unlike statutes,
regulations, and case law, secondary sources will help you learn about an area of law, and
provide researchers with citations to relevant primary materials. 61

xi.

MANUALS

Manuals are helpful practice guides, that aids attorney’s and researchers of law. Bloomberg Law
offers a helpful manual that covers fair employment practices, including the EPA and fair pay.
o www.bloomberglaw.com -> Labor and Employment -> Manuals -> Fair Employment
Practices Manual ->FEDERAL LAW: PROHIBITIONS -> Fair Employment Practices Manual,
FEDERAL LAW: PROHIBITIONS, Compensation Discrimination ->
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/labor/le_home/document/XOD42V18

61

NYU LAW,
https://nyulaw.libguides.com/c.php?g=773842&p=5551762#:~:text=Secondary%20sources%2C%20such
%20as%20Law,citations%20to%20relevant%20primary%20materials (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
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xii.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS

Legal Encyclopedias are helpful quick reference tools to look up terms and law quickly. The
Lawyers Desk Reference 10th Edition (October 2020, Harry M. Philo) is an up to date
encyclopedia that includes the Equal Pay Act and can be found on Westlaw:
https://1.next.westlaw.com/ -> Secondary Sources -> Jurisprudence & Encyclopedias -> search
Equal Pay Act

xiii.

CRS REPORTS

CRS reports provide Congress with both anticipatory and on-demand research and analysis to
support their legislative, oversight, and representational duties. 62 They are authoritative,
objective and nonpartisan. 63 Reports range in length from several pages to more than onehundred pages and cover the full breadth of topics of interest to Congress. 64 CRS reports are
available for free at the Congressional Research Service website. They are also available on
Lexis+ and Bloomberg Law.
Congressional Research Reports.com: https://crsreports.congress.gov -> Search Equal Pay ->
Select Workforce and labor -> See list ->
https://crsreports.congress.gov/search/#/0?termsToSearch=Equal%20Pay&orderBy=Relevance&
navIds=4294958852
•
•

See Wage Inequality and the Stagnation of Earnings of Low-Wage Workers: Contributing
Factors and Policy Options
See The Gender Earnings Gap

Also See Wage Inequality and the Stagnation of Earnings of Low-Wage Workers: Contributing
Factors and Policy Options
•

Visit: www.bloomberglaw.com -> legislative records -> CRS Reports -> CRS Report R46212 ->
Wage Inequality and the Stagnation of Earnings of Low-Wage Workers: Contributing Factors
and Policy Options

62

About, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, https://crsreports.congress.gov/Home/About ( Nov. 13, 2020)
Id.
64
Id.
63
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xiv.

BOOKS & TREATISES

A legal book or treatise is a scholarly legal publication containing all the law relating to a
particular area. Bloomberg and Westlaw Edge have the most helpful publications related to the
equal pay act and gender pay equity.
•

•

•

BNA: Employment Discrimination Law, Chapter 19. Compensation
o www.bloomberglaw.com -> select “secondary sources” -> enter key phrase “gender
pay discrimination” -> select “books and treatises” -> employment discrimination law
-> part III employment actions
BNA: Gender Identity & Sexual Orientation Discrimination in the Workplace
o www.bloomberglaw.com -> select “secondary sources” -> enter key phrase “equal
pay act -> select “books and treatises” -> employment law
Thomas Reuters Sex-Based Employment Discrimination:
o Susan M. Omilian: https://www.westlaw.com/ -> Secondary Sources -> Texts &
Treatises -> Labor & Employment -> Wages, Benefits and Compensation and
Employment Discrimination à Publication -> Sex-Based Employment Discrimination

xv.

ANNOTATED LAW REPORTS (ALR)

American Law Reports (ALR) analyze specific legal issues in detail. An ALR article on topic
provides a comprehensive compilation of annotations-- statutes, cases, regulations and law
review articles.
•
•

xvi.

Westlaw Edge: https://1.next.westlaw.com/ -> Secondary Sources -> American Law
Reports -> (Wage Gap) & (Equal & Pay & Act) -> Comprehensive List
Legal Libraries: Libraries typically carry print ALR’s. Check with your local librarian.

LAW REVIEW ARTICLES & COMMENTS

Law review or comments are another great secondary source for legal research. They provide
additional depth and legal critiques, as well as extensive references to other sources, including
primary sources. The Equal Pay Act is a popular law review topic.
A good free resource for articles is Google Scholar. See www.scholar.google.com -> select
articles > search “law review equal pay” -> Since 2019 -> sort by relevance ->
https://scholar.google.com/scholar?as_ylo=2019&q=Law+review+equal+pay&hl=en&as_sdt=0,2
6
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All subscription services are helpful sources for law reviews articles. The following are relevant
sources from HeinOnline. To access visit: https://heinonline-org -> Search Equal Pay Act -> Select
Date 2016 to Present -> Collection Library -> Law Journal Library -> Core U.S. Journals -> Most
Cited Law Journals -> https://heinonlineorg.proxy.library.umkc.edu/HOL/LuceneSearch?terms=Equal+Pay+Act&face_quersJournals_and
_Periodicals=on&face_quers=partof%3Aabajournals&face_quers=partof%3Ausjournals&face_qu
ers=partof%3Acjjournals&face_quers=partof%3Ajournals&face_quers=partof%3Atop30&face_q
uersCurrent_Content_Journals=&face_quers=partof%3Aaba&collection=all&searchtype=advanc
ed&typea=text&tabfrom=&submit=Go&sendit=&all=true&face_quers=yearhi%3A%5B2016%20T
O%202050%5D%20AND%20yearlo%3A%5B1000%20TO%202050%5D&new_face=date

•

Rizo v. Yovino: Another Step toward Equality through the Equal Pay Act [notes]
Golden Gate University Law Review, Vol. 49, Issue 1 (January 2019), pp. 49-56
Timpson, Corey
49 Golden Gate U. L. Rev. 49 (2019)

•

Following the States' Lead: A Proposed Amendment to the Equal Pay Act [comments]
Gender Equality Symposium: Notes and Comments
University of Toledo Law Review, Vol. 49, Issue 3 (Spring 2018), pp. 741-760
Causevic, Emina
49 U. Tol. L. Rev. 741 (2017-2018)

•

Does the Equal Pay Act Prohibit Discrimination on the Basis of Sexual Orientation Or Gender
Identity [article]
Alabama Civil Rights & Civil Liberties Law Review, Vol. 10, Issue 1 (2019), pp. 35-94
Romero, Adam P.
10 Ala. C.R. & C.L. L. Rev. 35 (2019)

•

Salary History and Pay Parity: Assessing Prior Salary History as a Factor other than Sex in
Equal Pay Act Litigation [article]
Yale Journal of Law and Feminism, Vol. 31, Issue 1 (2019), pp. 135-166
Safstrom, Jennifer
31 Yale J.L. & Feminism 135 (2019-2020)

•

You Haven't Come a Long Way, Baby: The Courts' Inability to Eliminate the Gender Wage Gap
Fifty-Two Years after the Passage of the Equal Pay Act [comments]
Comments
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American University Journal of Gender, Social Policy & the Law, Vol. 24, Issue 2 (2016), pp.
305-[viii]
Tufarolo, Morgan A.
24 Am. U. J. Gender Soc. Pol'y & L. 305 (2015-2016)
•

Equal Play, Equal Pay: Inequality in Sports [comments]
Proceedings of the Ninth Annual Sports Law Colloquium: Panel 2
New York University Journal of Law and Business, Vol. 16, Issue 3 (Summer 2020), pp. 875906
McDonald, Francis; Myler, Cameron; Kessler, Jeffrey (Cited 33 times); Goldsholl,
Michael; Simanca-Proctor, Christina; O'Sullivan, Jennifer; Schwab, Brendan

xvii.

PERIODICALS

Legal periodicals contain articles about new areas of law and are written by legal service providers,
professors, practitioners, judges, and law students. Commonly used legal periodicals include law
reviews, law journals, and bar journals.
A great free resource for legal periodicals is through the American Bar Association. Visit
https://www.americanbar.org/ -> search “Equal Pay Act” -> the following relevant periodicals
populate in the order below:

•
•
•

Employers Cannot Use Salary History to Pay Women Less Than Men (2018)
Past Salary Inquiries: How to Avoid Running Afoul of the Law in a Changing Legal Landscape
(2019)
Continuing Wage Gap Between Male & Female Workers (2015)
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III.

STAYING INFORMED

While primary and secondary sources should make up the basis of legal research, there are many
non-authoritative ways to stay abreast of current legal issues. Staying on top of trends, and
having a pulse on social issues, concerns, and attitudes will provide context to your research,
help develop questions, and formulate answers or solutions.

i.

IN THE NEWS

Following the news, especially as it relates to your topic of interest or career path is critical to
staying informed. A simple Google search by visiting www.google.com -> selecting “news” in the
search option bar -> and searching “gender pay gap” or “equal pay act” will provide you with a
list of relevant articles.
For specific legal news, Bloomberg Law offers the best sources related to gender and pay.
Bloomberg is unique because it has a narrow “pay equity category” which provides specific and
unique information and tools, compared to other subscription services.
See https://www.bloomberglaw.com -> search equal pay act -> select “pay equity” topic on left
hand side -> see news ->
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/product/blaw/search/results/b887a532d8f866c68330a3dd068
2ca7b -> sort by date to find most recent articles.

ii.

LEGAL BLOGS (FREE) 65

Blogs are informal articles written for the purpose of demonstrating thought leadership and
knowledge on a topic.

65

•

National Law Journal/Legal Times (Online Editions) Registration required to access all free
content.

•

Law Street Media Fastcase's legal news by industry. Readers can track litigation,
companies, and firms within industry sectors.

•

LexisNexis Communities Legal news, blogs, and podcasts for select practice areas.

•

Subscript Law Visual reports of Supreme Court decisions and other legal news using
infographics

•

ABA Journal Magazine of the American Bar Association.

GMU LAW, https://www.law.gmu.edu/library/freelegalresearch (last visited Nov. 13, 2020)
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•

ABA Journal Blawg Directory Lists regularly updated law blogs by topic. Annual ranking of
the “Top 100 Blawgs.”

•

Findlaw: Legal Pulse Legal headlines and topical updates.

•

Jurist U.S. and World Legal News.

•

Justia Blawg Search Find blogs on numerous legal topics.

iii.

INTERNATIONAL TRENDS

It is helpful to follow international news and law, because our international partners may offer a
unique perspective, helpful insight, solutions, or analysis on topics of interest. Sometimes trends
overseas trickle to the U.S. Sometimes legislatures consider or evaluate how other countries
approach similar legal issues.
The United Nations website is a good resource for accessing international news and law for
specific topics. The United Nations advocates for countries to close the gender pay gap and
eliminate discrimination based on gender. Information regarding equal pay for women, related
documents, declarations, resolutions, research and analytics can be found at www.un.org ->
https://www.un.org/en/observances/equal-pay-day.

iv.

ANALYTICS

Analytics is critical because data helps prove or disprove your research. The type of data
collected is essential in establishing the relevance of a particular idea or argument.
•

Bloomberg -> https://www.bloomberglaw.com -> In Focus: Pay Equity -> Provides
snapshots of gender inequity data points.
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•
•

United States Census Bureau -> https://www.census.gov/ -> “women income 2019”
compare to “men income 2019”data or “minority women income”
Department of Labor – www.dol.gov -> Agencies -> Women’s Bureau -> Data and
Statistics -> https://www.dol.gov/agencies/wb/data -> see data toolkit page

In addition, analytics may provide insight of patterns into how courts, judges, or jurisdictions
have ruled in past on similar pay inequity cases. Legal analytics are mostly available through
subscription services.
•

v.

Westlaw Edge: https://1.next.westlaw.com/ -> case type -> Labor & Employment > Fair
Labor Standards Act -> tool overview

CHECKLISTS & PRACTICE TOOLS

Bloomberg Law offers the best checklists and practice tools for employment law issues. The tools
provide valuable guides for practitioners, and also are a helpful resource for researchers to see
practical application of complaints, filings, interviews, mediation, settlements, etc.
•

•
•
•
•

vi.

Toolkit: Handling a pay discrimination complaint from the EEOC:
https://www.bloomberglaw.com/ -> Equal Employment Opportunity -> EEOC charges ->
toolkit
Checklist: Pay Equity Best Practices: https://www.bloomberglaw.com -> In Focus: Pay
Equity -> Practical Guidance
Checklist: Guidelines for Building & Implementing a Pay Equity Strategy -> In Focus: Pay
Equity -> Practical Guidance
Checklist: Guidelines for Conducting a Pay Equity Analysis -> In Focus: Pay Equity ->
Practical Guidance
Checklist: Using Salary History in Setting Compensation -> In Focus: Pay Equity -> Practical
Guidance

ADVOCACY GROUPS & NON-PROFITS

Having knowledge of local and national advocacy groups or non-profits is helpful because often
times organizations help drive litigation and changes in the law. While not authoritative, they
may provide helpful research, opinions, articles, and are good for networking and raising
awareness. Some groups include:
29

•

•
•
•
•

vii.

American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU): https://www.aclu.org/issues/womensrights/womens-rights-workplace/payequity#:~:text=The%20ACLU%20works%20to%20end,every%20dollar%20they%20rightfu
lly%20earn.&text=Kennedy's%20signing%20of%20the%20Equal%20Pay%20Act%20of%2
01963.
National Committee on Pay Equity: https://www.pay-equity.org/about.html
The Equal Pay Today Campaign: http://www.equalpaytoday.org/who-we-are
The Equal Pay Back Project: The National Women’s Law Center: https://nwlc.org/about/
Equal Rights Advocates: https://www.equalrights.org/issue/economic-workplaceequality/equal-pay-today/

SOCIAL MEDIA

Social media holds no legal authority.
However, advocacy groups, not-profits
and even government agencies and
officials are utilizing social media to
quickly release information and
messaging. Social media is great way to
keep a pulse on social trends and
attitudes.
The Department of Labor Women’s
Bureau is active on twitter, as well as
organizations such as the ACLU. You can
also view trending attitudes regarding
equal pay, by searching #equalpay in the
Twitter.com search bar.
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Conducting effective research requires gathering information from multiple sources. To establish
credibility, base your research on persuasive authority (primary and secondary sources). The
majority of sources can be pulled easily online through both subscription services and free
services.
Use other non-persuasive authorities only to provide a non-scholarly human context to issues
and questions. For example, how does the average person or lay-man feel about equal pay and
gender rights? Are issues caught up in the courts or exaggerated in the media, or are women,
families and communities feeling the financial pinch today?
Closing the pay gap between women and men in the workforce will continue to be heavily
discussed, debated, and litigated in the next decade. Pay equity is a benefit to both women and
employers, and it has non-partisan support (though disagreements on how to best implement).
Pay equity law is not stagnant, instead it is quickly evolving. The pathway and sources described
herein are a good basis point for following along.

V.

APPENDIX

List of subscription and free based research services.
Subscription - Primary and
Secondary

Westlaw Edge
Lexis+
HeinOnline
Bloomberg Law
ProQuest

Free Primary

Lexis Web
Casemaker X
Fastcase:
Google Scholar:
United States Code
Code of Federal Regulations

State statutes
LIF Cornell University Law School
Lawpipe
Case Law Access Project
Guide to Law Online
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Free Secondary

Nolo
Legal Information Institute
Justia:

Local attorney websites
Find Law

Local government agencies
www.dol.gov
www.eeoc.gov

